
Your members are going outside your 
pharmacy benefit to save money.
Now they don’t have to.

1. ConsumerReports.org survey; 
2. GoodRx Holdings Inc, February 22, Q4 21 Letter to Shareholders

NOTE: Pharmacies and pricing are illustrative0.2.1.060522.1

Introducing WithMe Health MAXSaver, powered by
As a transparent and 100% pass-through PBM, we’re doing our part to unwind the complex web of 
payments across the pharmaceutical supply chain. But we also recognize that in that complex web 
exist opportunities for additional savings that fall outside of the benefits we provide to you, and 
we don’t want you and your members to miss out.

This is why WithMe has partnered with RxNXT, a GoodRx subsidiary, to ensure maximum savings.

We know that members go outside of their funded benefit to optimize their out-of-pocket medication 
costs. At least 4 out of 10 Americans use a drug discount program1, and GoodRx alone now has
approximately 20 million monthly active users2. So we’re here to make things simpler. Here’s how...

We will automatically apply GoodRx discount card pricing if it’s lower than the member’s cost 
share through the funded benefit, so members have the confidence they are obtaining the best 
price for their medication and do not have to worry about shopping around.

Applying a GoodRx discount card 
at this pharmacy results in a lower 
OOP cost for the member ($5.49) 
compared to the member’s 
original copay ($10).

In many cases, the cost may 
be lower for the plan sponsor too.

(copay)



To improve the member experience, WithMe Health has partnered with RxNXT, a GoodRx subsidiary, 
so members can take advantage of lower cost discount card programs in the marketplace through 
an integrated experience in the pharmacy.

How does the member save money? (program available in Q3 2022)
In instances where a) the member is paying 100% of the cost share, b) the plan sponsor does not 
owe anything, and c) the GoodRx discount network can provide a lower member cost share than the 
member’s copay under their benefit design, the member will pay the discounted GoodRx cash cost.
For example, as shown on the previous page, the member copay is $10, the plan sponsor cost share 
is $0, and the GoodRx discount card pricing is $5.49. In this instance, the consumer will 
automatically have the GoodRx discount applied and pay $5.49.

How does the plan sponsor reduce pharmacy spend? (program available in early 2023)
Using the same process, plan sponsors can take advantage of instances where the GoodRx cash 
card network rates provide better network pricing than the WithMe Health rates.

Does this all happen seamlessly?
Yes. We’ve established APIs with GoodRx in order for this to happen at the point of fulfillment. When 
a member uses their WithMe Health ID card, the prescription will automatically compare both the 
WithMe Health rates as well as the discount card cost. The member will pay the lower of the two 
costs on the spot.
It’s also included in our single admin fee, as with all our programs. We don’t take a cut of the savings 
either, unlike most other PBMs do for their separate programs.

But how does it get tracked in the background?
This has historically been the challenge with members going outside of the funded benefit – plan 
sponsors don’t know it. WithMe Health addresses that challenge by capturing the data in instances 
where MAXSaver powered by GoodRx is used, then the plan sponsor can choose whether it will 
contribute to the member’s deductible (i.e., hit accumulators).
Importantly, capturing all the medications the member is filling helps us to catch any potential drug 
interactions that otherwise would go unnoticed, providing a safer medication experience too.

WithMe Health MAXSaver
Powered by
How does it work?

Get in touch to learn more:
info@withmehealth.com


